
 DISCOVER THE MUSIC OF 
UNCOMMON SOUND

a new harmony, a new vibration; the 
whole rooted in international tones, 
anchored in classics, and very much 
universal. An exciting musical 
experience that will take you on a 
journey throughout the globe, 
reflecting the melting pot city that 
gave it birth. 

WWW.CORDEONE.COM/
UNCOMMON-SOUND

Global. 
Eclectic. 
Innovative.

http://www.cordeone.com/uncommon-sound
http://www.cordeone.com/uncommon-sound


Meet UnCOMMON SOUND
Cordeone (@cordeone), on vocals and the accordion, presents original 
music and compositions in 4 languages, while surprising you with his 
renditions of works you grew up listening to.
Monster drum beats get you dancing along, the bass brings the groove 

UNCOMMON SOUND was created by Cordeone and performs as a full 
ensemble comprised of the accordion, drums, bass, horns, and electric 
guitar.

This solid band brings together a wealth of experience and musical 
ingenuity, creating a broader sound that is both new and familiar. 

Drawing inspiration from Jazz, Soul, Hip Hop, Fado, Kompa, Brazilian 
and French music, the group introduces its main instrument, the 
accordion, as one of the most versatile and adaptable musical tools on 
the market. 

Traditionally used in folk and gypsy music, Cordeone aims to surprise 
audiences with the endless possibilities and rich melodies it produces, 
inviting the public to get lost in the musical mash the group creates. 
UNCOMMON SOUND has had the pleasure of performing at Lincoln 
Center, Rockwood Music Hall, The Groove, Nublu, Zinc, Shrine, Ginny’s 

For bookings: assistant.cordeone@gmail.com | (929) 424-6645
CORDEONE on vocals and the accordion, presents original music and 
compositions in 4 languages, while surprising you with his renditions of 
works you grew up listening to.

Monster drum beats get you dancing along, the bass brings the groove to 
the whole mix, horns set an undeniable tone, and blazing guitar solos 
make the whole ensemble UNFORGETTABLE.

Jazz 
Soul 
Hip Hop 
Fado 
Kompa 
Brazilian & 
French Music


